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Orbital and spin polarizations induced by current through a helical atomic chain

Ryosuke Otsuto, Yuya Yatabe , and Hiroshi Akera
Division of Applied Physics, Graduate School and Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Hokkaido 060-8628, Japan

(Received 25 March 2021; revised 23 May 2021; accepted 14 July 2021; published 27 July 2021)

Current-induced spin and orbital polarizations are theoretically studied in a helical atomic chain with px , py,
and pz orbitals in each atom in the linear response to the chemical-potential difference between source and
drain electrodes. It is shown that these polarizations are parallel to the helix axis and proportional to the
curvature of the cylinder surface defined by the helix in the small curvature region. This proportionality suggests
that the curvature generates the coupling between the current and the atomic orbital angular momentum and
therefore influences the magnitude of induced spin polarization through the LS coupling. It is also found that
current-induced polarizations are nonzero even when the pitch is enforced to vanish. This suggests the possibility
that nonchiral structures with curvature can produce current-induced polarizations. With this possibility in mind,
it is proposed that the chirality in the current, rather than that in the structure, determines the existence of such
current-induced polarizations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spintronics [1] utilizes the electron spin, in addition to the
charge, for information processing. Extensive studies have
been performed to create the spin polarization required in
nonmagnetic systems in the form of crystals and fabricated
microstructures using the spin-orbit interaction (SOI). Re-
cently, studies have been extended to organic molecules [2].
A device formed by a single organic molecule, when realized,
will achieve ultimate miniaturization. One of the challenges
faced by organic spintronics is small SOI: the SOI is small in
light-element atoms, such as carbon and oxygen, which form
organic molecules. Therefore, the efficiency of generating
spin polarization in organic molecules was previously thought
to be low.

Contrary to such a preconception, a high efficiency of spin
filtering, comparable to the highest efficiency in other sys-
tems, has been discovered in helical organic molecules such
as double-stranded DNA, oligopeptides, and helicene [3–13]
(also recently found in supramolecular helical nanofibers [14]
and superhelical polyaniline microfibers [15]) and named the
chirality-induced spin selectivity (CISS; see, for a review,
[16]). Such high-efficiency spin filtering has been observed in
photoelectron transmission through a self-assembled mono-
layer of organic molecules [4,6,7,10] as well as in electron
transport through a single organic molecule [5,7–9,11–14]. In
this paper we focus on the spin selectivity in electron transport
in view of recent progress in its application to a magnetic
memory device [17] and a light-driven reconfigurable spin
filter [18]. The high spin selectivity in spite of the small SOI
in organic molecules suggests an undiscovered mechanism
of efficiency enhancement by the helical geometry, which
might also be useful as a guiding principle in designing a
high-efficiency spin filter in other systems.

Experimental findings which suggest the mechanism of the
spin selectivity in helical organic molecules are as follows: (a)

the spin selectivity reverses its sign with changing chirality
[8–11], (b) it increases with the number of monomers in the
organic molecule [4,5,7,12] and decreases by compression
along the length via the applied force [19], and (c) its magni-
tude depends strongly on the monomer type, that is, whether
it is a base [in single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)] [3,4] or amino
acid (in oligopeptide) [7,9]. A number of calculations [20–32]
have been made on transport through a single model molecule
consisting of sites, each of which has a single orbital. Each
site in the model represents each monomer of helical organic
molecules [21,22,24–32], each atom of helicene [23], or each
site in an effective tight-binding model [20]. Since the SOI
cannot be expressed by a single orbital within one site, it is
incorporated in hopping integrals between sites in the model
Hamiltonian. Such studies in the single-orbital model success-
fully reproduce some of the observed features, the chirality
dependence [22,23,26,27], and the increase with the number
of monomers [21,22,25]. However, studying the geometry
dependence of the spin selectivity, such as observed in the
experiment [19], with an aim to clarify the mechanism of the
high efficiency originating from the helical geometry, needs to
take into account intra-atomic SOI (LS coupling) in a model
with more than one atomic orbital.

Several theoretical studies [33–39] have proposed a mech-
anism of the spin selectivity on the basis of intra-atomic
SOI. These theories have introduced an additional feature in
the Hamiltonian: orbital anisotropy giving the splitting of p
levels between π and σ orbitals [33–37] and that between
the p orbital tangential to the helix and others [38] and
electron-hole pairing caused by many-body correlation [39].
It is interesting, however, to ask whether only the helical
arrangement of atoms can produce any spin selectivity in a
model with isotropic atoms connected by geometry-dependent
hopping matrix elements. Numerical calculations for spe-
cific molecules have also been performed using the density
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functional method [40–45] and a tight-binding model [46],
which will be necessary to obtain the spin-selectivity effi-
ciency in a specific organic molecule. An alternative approach
is still desirable in order to reach a common mechanism of the
enhanced spin selectivity which has been observed in various
helical molecules.

In this paper we theoretically study the dependence of the
spin selectivity on the radius and the pitch of the helix in the
simplest helical structure, that is, a helical atomic chain con-
sisting of a single element, with an aim to extract a common
atomic mechanism which arises from the helical geometry.
We take into account px, py, and pz orbitals in each atom in
order to incorporate the intra-atomic SOI. Recent experiments
[47–51] have actually observed a helical atomic chain formed
in a single-walled carbon nanotube by iodine atoms [47,48]
and tellurium atoms [50], in a double-walled carbon nanotube
by selenium atoms [49], and in a boron nitride nanotube by
tellurium atoms [51]. Electronic band structure calculations
of helical atomic chains have also been performed [49–53],
while effects of the SOI in the electron transport remain to be
studied. In studying the electron transport through a helical
atomic chain we neglect the coupling to the nanotube. Such a
decoupled-chain model [53] is expected to describe well the
transport through an atomic chain in an insulating boron ni-
tride nanotube [51]. On the other hand, the transport through a
conductive carbon nanotube in the helicoidal electric field cre-
ated by wrapping the nanotube with less conductive ssDNA
was theoretically predicted to exhibit a high spin selectivity
[54] and has subsequently been experimentally confirmed [55]
(for a recent theory, see [56]).

In this paper we calculate the current-induced spin polar-
ization (CISP) in our model of a helical atomic chain. The
CISP has been extensively studied theoretically [57–59] and
experimentally [60–63] in various systems, and the existence
of the CISP in a helical structure has been theoretically shown
in a model with the SOI in intersite hopping integrals [64]
and, recently, in a continuum model for the CISS [65]. The
reason why we calculate the CISP is that we consider the CISP
to be fundamental for the spin selectivity. In fact the CISP
is known to produce the spin diffusion current through an
attached conductor, as demonstrated experimentally [66–68].
Recently, the CISP in a chiral inorganic crystal was detected
by the spin diffusion current [69]. In addition to the CISP, we
study the polarization of the atomic orbital angular momen-
tum, called the current-induced orbital polarization (CIOP),
which acts on the spin as an effective magnetic field through
the LS coupling. The CIOP was recently studied in crystals
[70–73], and the orbital current was also calculated in the
orbital Hall effect in crystals [74–77] and in the orbital fil-
ter in a model of CISS [78]. Here we calculate both CIOP
and CISP as a function of the radius and the pitch of the
helix in the linear response to the chemical-potential differ-
ence between source and drain electrodes in the Landauer
approach.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II de-
scribes the model and basis vectors for a helical atomic chain
as well as the Landauer approach for calculating the CIOP
and CISP. Section III presents calculated results of the energy
eigenvalue and expectation values in each eigenstate of orbital
and spin angular momenta as well as their current-induced
polarizations. Section IV gives conclusions.

FIG. 1. Helical atomic chain with radius R and pitch c. The unit
cell contains M atoms. Here M = 8. h = c/M, and ϕ = 2π/M. n (=
1, 2, . . . , N ) labels the unit cell, m (= 1, 2, . . . , M ) labels each atom
in the unit cell, and μ = M(n − 1) + m.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

A. Model of a helical atomic chain

Our system is a chain of atoms equally spaced along the
helix. In this paper we restrict our discussion to the atomic
arrangement which has an integer number M of atoms in
one turn of the helix as in the previous study in [25]. Ow-
ing to this restriction, the system has symmetry with respect
to the translation along the helix axis by the pitch c, T̂ (c),
and the corresponding unit cell contains M atoms. Then we
denote the position of each atom by two integers (n, m): n (=
1, 2, . . . , N ) labels the unit cell and m (= 1, 2, . . . , M ) labels
each atom in the unit cell, as shown in Fig. 1. We impose the
periodic boundary condition with a periodicity of N unit cells.

We employ the simplest tight-binding model which can de-
scribe the dependence of the spin selectivity on the geometry
of the helix based on intra-atomic SOI. Thus, we consider
only px, py, and pz orbitals in each atom. We describe the
electron transport along the helix by nearest-neighbor hopping
integrals, which we express in terms of the Slater-Koster pa-
rameters, Vppσ and Vppπ , for σ and π bondings [79].

B. Basis vectors

Here we introduce the xyz coordinate system for each atom
in addition to the XY Z coordinate system fixed to the helix. As
shown in Fig. 1, both z and Z axes are taken along the helix
axis, while the x and y axes for the atom at (n, m) are obtained
by rotating the X and Y axes around Z by (m − 1)ϕ, with ϕ =
2π/M, so that the x axis is perpendicular to the cylindrical
surface containing the helix.

We construct basis vectors by taking into account, in ad-
dition to the translational symmetry along the helix axis, the
symmetry with respect to the screw operation Ŝc(ϕ), consist-
ing of the rotation around Z by ϕ and the translation along
Z by h = c/M. With the screw operation of atomic orbitals
in mind, we express each basis vector in a linear combina-
tion of atomic orbitals defined in the xyz coordinate system,
|pα; nm〉 (α = x, y, z), in which px and py are obtained by
rotating pX and pY around Z by (m − 1)ϕ for the atom at
(n, m). Since the SOI couples the spin to the orbital, we also
introduce spin vectors defined in the xyz coordinate system
[80], |σ ; m〉, which are vectors obtained by rotating |σ ; 1〉
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around Z by (m − 1)ϕ:

|σ ; m〉 = exp[−iσ̂z(m − 1)ϕ/2]|σ ; 1〉, (1)

where |σ ; 1〉 is the vector defined in the XY Z coordinate
system (at m = 1, the x and y axes coincide with the X and Y
axes, respectively), with σ (= ±1) being the Z component of
spin. Then we write each basis vector in a linear combination
of |pα; nm〉|σ ; m〉:

|pασ 〉 =
∑

n,m

Cnm|pα; nm〉|σ ; m〉. (2)

Since [Ĥ, T̂ (c)] = 0 and [Ĥ, Ŝc(ϕ)] = 0, with Ĥ being
the Hamiltonian, we impose T̂ (c)|pασ 〉 = eikc|pασ 〉 and
Ŝc(ϕ)|pασ 〉 = eiJϕ+ikh|pασ 〉, where k is the linear momentum
and J is the angular momentum. Then we obtain the normal-
ized basis vector in the following form:

|pασkJ〉 =
∑

n,m

CkJ
nm |pα; nm〉|σ ; m〉, (3)

with

CkJ
nm = (NM )−1/2 exp(ikznm + iJϕm), (4)

where

znm = nc + mh,

k = 2πnk/(Nc),

nk = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1,

J = mJ + 1
2 ,

mJ = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1. (5)

Here we introduce a single integer, μ, defined by

μ = M(n − 1) + m, (6)

to identify the atom at

zμ = μh + c = znm, (7)

and a single quantum number defined by

κ = k + (2π/c)J, (8)

with 0 < k < 2π/c and J − 1/2 = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1. Then
each basis vector is written in terms of zμ and κ:

|pασκ〉= (NM )−1/2
∑

μ

exp(iκzμ) |pα; μ〉|σ ; μ〉=−|pασkJ〉,
(9)

with |pα; μ〉 = |pα; nm〉 and |σ ; μ〉 =
exp(−iσ̂zμϕ/2)|σ ; 0〉 = (−1)n−1|σ ; m〉.

Eigenvectors are written in a linear combination of basis
vectors:

|νκ〉 =
∑

ασ

Aνκ
ασ |pασκ〉, ν = 1, . . . , 6. (10)

Each eigenvector Aνκ
ασ and the corresponding eigenvalue ενκ

are obtained by solving the following equation:
∑

βσ ′
〈pασκ|Ĥ |pβσ ′κ〉Aνκ

βσ ′ = ενκAνκ
ασ . (11)

C. Landauer approach for current-induced polarizations
of orbital and spin angular momenta

To both ends of the helical atomic chain we attach the
source and drain electrodes, which have chemical potentials
μS and μD, respectively. We assume that eigenstates travel-
ing in the direction from the source to the drain and those
traveling in the opposite direction are occupied up to μS and
μD, respectively, while the remaining states are empty. In the
linear response to the chemical-potential difference, that is,
in the limit of 
μ ≡ |μS − μD| → 0, we obtain, for polar-
izations of orbital and spin angular momenta, 〈Lγ 〉 and 〈σγ 〉
(γ = X,Y, Z),

〈Lγ 〉 =
S→D∑

channel κ

〈νκκ|L̂γ |νκκ〉ρκNc
μ (12)

and

〈σγ 〉 =
S→D∑

channel κ

〈νκκ|σ̂γ |νκκ〉ρκNc
μ, (13)

in which the sum is taken over all transport channels from the
source to the drain and ρκNc
μ is the number of electrons in
the energy window of 
μ in each channel. Here such channels
are identified by the quantum number κ at the Fermi energy.
Then the band index and the group velocity of the channel κ

are denoted by νκ and vκ , respectively. ρκ = 1/(hvκ ) is the
density of states of the channel κ divided by Nc, the length
along the Z axis of the helix. The operator L̂γ is defined by

L̂γ =
∑

μαβ

|pα; μ〉〈pα; μ|L̂μ
γ |pβ ; μ〉〈pβ ; μ|, (14)

where L̂μ
γ is the orbital angular momentum operator (divided

by h̄) in the μth atom.

III. CALCULATED RESULTS

A. Atomic parameters

We use atomic parameters for iodine. We employ the en-
ergy separation between spin-orbit-split p levels, 1.029 eV
[81], to determine the LS coupling strength. We use values
of the Slater-Koster parameters Vppσ = 2.282 eV and Vppπ =
−0.549 eV, which have been obtained to reproduce energy
bands in the density functional calculation for the interatomic
distance d = 2.9 Å [53].

B. Energy eigenvalue and expectation values of orbital
and spin angular momenta

Figure 2(a) presents the energy of eigenstate νκ , ενκ , as
a function of κ for ν = 1, . . . , 6. The spin splitting due to
the broken inversion symmetry in a helical atomic chain
appears between the spin-up state at κ − π/c and the spin-
down state at κ + π/c. The reason is that, for the quantum
number κ which includes the spin angular momentum, the
spin-degenerate states in the absence of the SOI are the spin-
up state at κ − π/c and the spin-down state at κ + π/c [80].

The energy band structure of helical chains can be under-
stood by starting with that of the straight chain (R → ∞) in
the absence of the SOI which consists of σ bands formed
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FIG. 2. Eigenstates in a helical atomic chain having M = 100
and h = 0.1 Å, which gives c = 10 Å and R ≈ 46.14 Å. (a) Eigenen-
ergy ενκ , (b) the expectation value of the orbital angular momentum
〈νκ|L̂Z |νκ〉, and (c) that of the spin angular momentum 〈νκ|σ̂Z |νκ〉,
plotted as a function of the quantum number κ for six bands ν =
1, . . . , 6. The two lowest and the two highest bands are distinguished
by different line styles. The inset in (a) shows the eigenenergy for
M = 8 and h = 1.25 Å, which gives c = 10 Å and R ≈ 3.419 Å.

by py orbitals and narrower π bands formed by pz and px

orbitals. When the SOI is considered in the straight chain,
four π bands of (pz, σ = ±1) and (px, σ = ±1) split into two
doubly spin degenerate bands, and band anticrossings appear
due to the mixing between σ and π bands. In helical chains the
hopping between different orbitals additionally contributes to
both the band splitting and anticrossing. The inset in Fig. 2(a)
shows the band structure of a helical chain with small R
in which the band splitting and anticrossing are prominent,
leading to a complicated band structure. In order to obtain a
simple picture for the dependence of the spin selectivity on
the geometry of the helix, we restrict most of our discussion
to the σ -like bands in a helical chain with large R, which are
simple parabolic bands, as shown in Fig. 2(a). With respect
to the π -like bands, we mention only that four π -like bands
in the vicinity of κ = 0 in Fig. 2(a) correspond to the four
π -like bands in an analytical continuum model of a helical
tube [82]: the major difference originates from the difference
in magnitude of the parameters; the LS coupling of iodine
produces the largest energy splitting in the present calculation.

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show eigenstate expectation val-
ues of orbital and spin angular momenta, 〈νκ|L̂Z |νκ〉 and
〈νκ|σ̂Z |νκ〉, respectively, as a function of κ for ν = 1, . . . , 6.
Expectation values of X and Y components vanish for both

FIG. 3. (a) Current-induced polarization of the orbital angular
momentum 〈LZ〉/NM
μ and (b) that of the spin angular momentum
〈σZ〉/NM
μ as a function of the Fermi energy εF in a helical atomic
chain having M = 100 and h = 0.1 Å, which gives c = 10 Å and
R ≈ 46.14 Å. The current direction is +Z . Insets show a magnified
plot, with the dotted line indicating the contribution from the dif-
ference in |〈νκκ|L̂Z |νκκ〉| [Eq. (12)] and |〈νκκ|σ̂Z |νκκ〉| [Eq. (13)].
Arrows indicate the value of the Fermi energy (εF = 3.275 eV) when
the number of holes is 0.5 per atom.

orbital and spin angular momenta due to the symmetry. The Z
component varies significantly in the κ region where band an-
ticrossings occur. On the other hand, within the σ -like bands,
〈νκ|σ̂Z |νκ〉 takes a value close to either σ = 1 or σ = −1,
while 〈νκ|L̂Z |νκ〉 gradually changes with κ . In accordance
with the time reversal symmetry, each eigenstate at κ in Fig. 2
has a partner eigenstate of the same energy at −κ whose
expectation values of orbital and spin angular momenta are
−〈νκ|L̂Z |νκ〉 and −〈νκ|σ̂Z |νκ〉, respectively.

C. Current-induced polarizations of orbital
and spin angular momenta

1. Fermi-energy dependence

Figure 3 shows the dependence on the Fermi energy εF of
current-induced polarizations, 〈LZ〉 and 〈σZ〉. Discontinuous
changes as a function of εF appear at the opening of an
additional channel at which the density of states diverges.
Within the σ -like bands, on the other hand, both 〈LZ〉 and 〈σZ〉
gradually change with εF . In this εF region, two channels are
present which give polarizations of the opposite direction. The
sum of contributions from the two channels to each of 〈LZ〉
[Eq. (12)] and 〈σZ〉 [Eq. (13)] acquires a nonzero value owing
to the difference between the two channels in |〈νκκ|L̂Z |νκκ〉|
and |〈νκκ|σ̂Z |νκκ〉| and that in the density of states ρκ . We
divide 〈LZ〉 and 〈σZ〉 into two terms, each of which originates
from one of these differences,

〈LZ〉
Nc
μ

= L↑ρ↑ + L↓ρ↓

= (L↑ + L↓)
ρ↑ + ρ↓

2
+ L↑ − L↓

2
(ρ↑ − ρ↓),
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FIG. 4. (a) Current-induced polarization of the orbital angular
momentum 〈LZ〉/NM
μ and that of the spin angular momentum
〈σZ〉/NM
μ as a function of R−1 in a helical atomic chain having
h = 0.1 Å. The number of holes is fixed to 0.5 per atom. Since
c = Mh, 2R sin(π/M ) = √

d2 − h2, and M is changed from 100 to
2000, c increases from 10 to 200 Å, and R increases from 46.14 to
922.6 Å. The current direction is +Z . (b) The same as (a), plotted
as a function of h in a helical atomic chain having M = 100. With
h increasing from 0 to 1.5 Å, c increases from 0 to 150 Å, and R
decreases from 46.16 to 39.51 Å.

〈σZ〉
Nc
μ

= σ↑ρ↑ + σ↓ρ↓

= (σ↑ + σ↓)
ρ↑ + ρ↓

2
+ σ↑ − σ↓

2
(ρ↑ − ρ↓), (15)

where L↑, σ↑, and ρ↑ are 〈νκκ|L̂Z |νκκ〉, 〈νκκ|σ̂Z |νκκ〉, and ρκ

of the “spin-up” channel with 〈νκκ|σ̂Z |νκκ〉 ≈ 1 and L↓, σ↓,
and ρ↓ are those of the “spin-down” channel. As indicated
by dotted lines in the insets in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the term
due to the difference in |〈νκκ|L̂Z |νκκ〉| is dominant in 〈LZ〉,
while that due to the difference in the density of states is
dominant in 〈σZ〉. We emphasize that the channel dependence
of the angular momentum expectation value |〈νκκ|L̂Z |νκκ〉|
[Fig. 2(b)] can be described only by taking into account the
intra-atomic SOI. Such dependence gives rise to the CIOP
〈LZ〉, which acts as an effective magnetic field to produce the
CISP 〈σZ〉.

2. Geometry dependence

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) present the dependence on the radius
R and that on the pitch c = Mh, respectively, of current-
induced polarizations, 〈LZ〉 and 〈σZ〉. The change in R and
c gives rise to the change in the band structure, which can
vary the number of channels when the Fermi energy is fixed.
Therefore, we fix the number of electrons (holes) instead. In
Fig. 4 we choose the value of 5.5 electrons (0.5 hole) per atom,

at which the Fermi level is in the σ -like bands, as shown in the
insets in Fig. 3.

It is found in Fig. 4(a) that both 〈LZ〉 and 〈σZ〉 are propor-
tional to 1/R, the curvature of the cylinder surface (Fig. 1), in
the small curvature region: 〈LZ〉 = ALR−1 and 〈σZ〉 = ASR−1,
with constants AL and AS . The reason is that at R−1 → 0
(straight chain), the inversion symmetry is restored, leading
to the vanishing of 〈LZ〉 and 〈σZ〉. The proportionality in 〈LZ〉
suggests that the orbital angular momentum in each atom
couples to the current through a helical atomic chain with
strength proportional to the curvature. The proportionality in
〈σZ〉 is derived from that in 〈LZ〉 since the orbital angular
momentum polarization acts as an effective magnetic field on
the spin through the LS coupling. Based on this mechanism,
we deduce that enhancing the orbital angular momentum po-
larization through the curvature will be effective in obtaining
a large spin polarization.

Figure 4(b) indicates that 〈LZ〉 = BL + DLh2 and 〈σZ〉 =
BS + DSh2 in the small h region with constants BL, DL, BS ,
and DS . Linear-in-h terms are absent because 〈LZ〉 and 〈σZ〉
are even functions of h. Importantly, both 〈LZ〉 and 〈σZ〉 have
a nonzero value at c = 0 (h = 0). The structure with c < d
including c = 0 (d is the interatomic distance along the helical
curve) is beyond the application range of this model since
the electron hopping in the Z direction is neglected here
(see Fig. 1). Nevertheless, the result at c = 0 can be useful
in investigating the origin of the CISP. In order to consider
only the hopping along the chain, consider a circular arc in
a plane instead of a helix in the limit of c = 0. The circular
arc has a curvature and no chirality. Nonzero CISP at c = 0 in
Fig. 4(b) combined with the result in Fig. 4(a), which shows
the curvature produces the CISP, suggests the possibility that
an atomic chain along a circular arc can produce the CISP.

With this possibility of the CISP in nonchiral structures
with curvature in mind, we propose to understand the exis-
tence of the CISP in the present model by the chirality in
the current, which is one of the fundamental concepts in the
quantum Hall effect and other topological phenomena [83,84].
Here we define the chirality in the current by the direction of
the current flow when viewed from the positive Z direction:
the chirality in the current is, say, positive (negative) for the
counterclockwise (clockwise) current flow. Then the chirality
in the current is positive for both c > 0 and c = 0 in Fig. 4(b),
which is consistent with the existence of 〈σZ〉 at c = 0.

It is also shown in our calculation that helical atomic
chains with opposite chiralities in the structure have 〈σZ〉
with opposite signs for the current in a fixed direction
along the helix axis, say, in the positive Z direction (I > 0)
[8–10,22,23,26,27]: if 〈σZ � 0 for positive chirality in struc-
ture, then 〈σZ〉 < 0 for negative chirality. Of course, the sign
of 〈σZ〉 is reversed for I < 0. Such dependences of 〈σZ〉 on
the sign of I and on the chirality in the structure can be
summarized as the dependence of 〈σZ〉 on the chirality in the
current.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have theoretically studied current-induced spin and
orbital polarizations in a helical atomic chain with px, py,
and pz orbitals in each atom by calculating polarizations of
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the spin and atomic orbital angular momenta in the linear
response to the chemical-potential difference between source
and drain electrodes. We have shown that these polarizations
are parallel to the helix axis and proportional to the curvature
of the cylinder surface defined by the helix in the small curva-
ture region. This proportionality suggests that the curvature
generates the coupling between the current and the orbital
angular momentum and therefore influences the magnitude
of induced spin polarization through the LS coupling. With
respect to the eigenstate, it has been stated in the theory of
the SOI in carbon nanotubes [85] that, because of a nonzero
curvature of the nanotube, the eigenstate expectation value of
the atomic orbital angular momentum is induced, which acts
on the spin as an effective magnetic field.

We have also found that current-induced polarizations are
nonzero even when the pitch is forced to vanish, which sug-
gests the possibility that nonchiral structures with curvature
can produce current-induced polarizations. With this possibil-
ity in mind, we have proposed that the chirality in the current,
rather than that in the structure, determines the existence of
such current-induced polarizations.

Finally, we compare the present study to a closely related
previous theory of the spin and orbital magnetization induced
by current in a crystal with helical structure [64]. The model
of the helical structure in the previous study [64] considers
a single orbital in each site and the SOI in intersite hopping
integrals, while the present model has the SOI within each
atom as the LS coupling. The orbital magnetization calculated
in the previous study [64] is due to the electron motion in the
crystal structure, while the present study has considered
the orbital angular momentum within each atom, which plays
the role of the effective magnetic field acting on the spin
through the LS coupling. In spite of these differences, the di-
rections of the spin and orbital magnetizations in the previous
study [64] and those of the spin and orbital polarizations in
the present study are both parallel to the current which flows
along the helix axis.
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